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Banner: photoelectric, laser, radar and
ultrasonic sensors, logic controls, wireless
sensors, LED lighting, indication, signaling
devices and I/O, safety products and vision
systems, wireless ethernet and I/O radios

Turck: proximity and capacitive sensors,
level controls, intrinsically safe barriers,

Red Lion: HMI, PID control, digital
counters, rate meters, process meters,
signal conditioning and I/O

applications, PLC’s and network I/O

Sixnet by Red Lion: industrial
connectivity and industrial wireless
N-TRON by Red Lion: highly reliable
industrial network products for industrial
ethernet communications
Danfoss: constant and variable torque
VFDs, solid state starters
Dynapar/Lakeshore/Northstar: mill
duty digital tachometers, pulse generators
and encoders
Fortress Interlocks: mechanical and
electrical safety interlock switches, modular
machine control stations
WEG: electric motors, controls and drives
complete line
of NEMA and JIC enclosures, and climate
control products
Puls: din rail mounted DC power supplies,
single phase and 3 phase, DC UPS

transducers, RFID systems, cordset

Wago: “cage clamp“ terminal blocks,
connectors, electronic modules, PLCs, open
bus connectivity I/O products, ethernet/IP
Fuji Electric: AC constant and variable
torque drives and HMI’s
Larco: presence-sensing mats for
automatic doors and industrial safety
Patlite: signal towers, rotating lights,
signal horns and alarms
Proface: graphic operator interface
devices, HMI panels and Industrial PC’s
Meltric: switch rated industrial plugs and
receptacles
Roxtec: modular based cable entry and
pipe penetration seals
Yaskawa: industrial AC drives, general
purpose drives, microdrives, fan & pump
drives, system components and industrial
software tools

Product Line
GE Industrial Solutions: general
purpose control and transformers
Eaton: a comprehensive line of
distribution, general purpose, and
automation controls
IBOCO: wiring duct: organizes, retains,
wiring challenges
Haewa: electrical and electronic
enclosures, modular cabinets, consoles,
climate control products, punching tools
and accessories
Rees: heavy duty pushbutton operators
and controls
Contrex / Fenner: smart digital
controllers for drives and servos enabling
speed match and position synchronization
timers, relays, counters, phase, current and
voltage monitoring
Grove Gear: custom gearboxes,
gearing, bevel drives, parallel drives,
transmissions, speed reducers, worm drives
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Shimpo Drives: ring cone variable
speed drives, circulate gearless planetary
speed reducers
Stober Drives: helical, helical bevel,
helical worm and planetary speed reducers
Icotek: cable entry systems for preterminated and standard cables, and strain
relief systems.
Wieland Electric: industrial power
distribution and automation
SAB North America:
control and automation
Lutze:
management for industrial automation
Lovato: motor control and protection,
control and signaling, isolation and
protection, automation and control, energy
management
Mersen/ Ferraz Shawmut: fuses,
fuse blocks
Horner Automation Group: all in
one controllers with built in logic engine,
operator interface, networking and I/O
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